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The 35th Annual National Indian Gaming Association (NIGA) Tradeshow & Convention is the launchpad for
Konami’s latest slot games and systems technology. On March 26 - 27, 2020, tribal gaming professionals and
executives representing 184 sovereign nations can experience future entertainment and casino technology
options designed to drive enduring results. With its 49-inch J-curve display, Konami’s DIMENSION 49J™ is
featuring premium linked progressive series including All Aboard™ and Silent Hill™, each with a mix of available
base game themes. The industry’s newest oversized video slot—Opus Dual™—is making its NIGA Show debut
with a mix of dual-screen content aimed at engaging players and pairs with big-screen entertainment. Konami’s
award-winning KX 43™ and Concerto Opus™ cabinets are showcasing an expansive array of 4K Ultra Highdefinition (UHD) content, with a variety of proven mechanics—from Stay & Spin™ to Strike Zone™. In addition,
industry-leading SYNKROS® casino systems technology such as SynkVision™ biometric player tracking, SYNK31™
Title 31 / Anti-Money Laundering (AML), and more are available for guests to explore firsthand at Konami Booth
#1725 throughout the event.

Target Release: Available Now

This year marks the NIGA Show debut of Konami’s new DIMENSION 49J, equipped
with a 49-inch 4K Ultra HD (UHD) display and designed with a “J” curve for an
improved player viewing angle. Engineered from the ground up, its streamlined
frame and custom merchandizing options deliver entertainment over a wide
variety of potential placement areas on the casino floor. The DIMENSION 49J’s
custom-engineered button interface is contained within a lighted deck, with dual
classic spin buttons and generous surface space for drinks, phones, and other
personal effects. Additional player conveniences include a wireless smartphone
charging pad, USB port, and built-in handbag hook.
Konami’s latest video slot cabinet is the launch pad for a rich library of 4K UHD
Konami game content, designed to maximize moment-by-moment excitement and
anticipation for players. From the suspense of Konami’s iconic Silent Hill video
game franchise, to the proven performance of All Aboard out of Konami’s Australia
office, this machine is backed by a compelling mix of debut titles.

DIMENSION 49J / Target Release: Q1, 2020

Symbol-driven excitement is just around the track with Konami’s All Aboard linked
progressive launch series. The game features a multi-level progressive, with
comprehensive multi-denom options. Six or more train symbols trigger a Stay &
Spin feature, taking players on a journey to ample rewards and action-packed
bonuses. This launch series is featured at NIGA 2020 with custom-branded chairs
and bank filler displays.

Players can enjoy a burst of symbol-driven bonus excitement with
Dynamite Dash™. Led by the game’s friendly frontiersman, they embark
on a gold mining adventure through the old west, complete with credit
collect features and integrated progressive jackpot opportunities. During
the Stay & Spin bonus feature, collected credit prizes can each be awarded,
up to nine times in the same round.

A crowned piggy bank character leads the way to premium pays in this All
Aboard launch title. Piggy Pennies™ gives players the chance at a linked
progressive grand jackpot, as well as four increasing bonus awards that
scale according to selected bet level and denom. The game’s lighthearted
art and warm graphics make for a much-loved journey of jackpot
excitement.

DIMENSION 49J / Target Release: Q1, 2020

One of the most popular video game thrillers since the turn of the millennia is
taking on a new form with the launch of Silent Hill on Konami’s latest video slot
form factor. Players can experience a rich 3D world with characters, scenes, and
encounters from the hit video game, which takes place in a fictional ghost town
called Silent Hill, abandoned due to a terrifying catastrophe. This debut series
includes linked progressive jackpots, multiple bonus adventures, and an
unforgettable Stay & Spin feature.

Silent Hill: Escape™ follows prisoner-turned-protagonist Murphy
Pendleton as he seeks to navigate the haunted streets of Silent Hill. Over
the course of his journey, players encounter zombies and battle towering
monsters for the chance at instant credit awards. During the Stay & Spin
Bonus Game, players can fill the screen with credit prize symbols to win
one of five jackpot awards.

Silent Hill: Return™ is led by a young heroine figure named Heather Mason,
who takes on the haunted city to avenge the death of her adopted father.
As she tries to find her way through the fog, strange spirits randomly
wander across the primary reels, awakening symbol-driven bonus
opportunities whenever they fall upon the “Silent Hill” symbol. When
players bet up the button panel, red spirits can manifest themselves and
offer the chance to enter progressive jackpot bonuses.

Target Release: Available Now

Opus Dual is a new oversized slot cabinet that expands upon the success of the
award-winning Concerto Opus, by offering big-screen delivery of Konami dualscreen content. It features stacked 43-inch monitors in 4K Ultra High-definition
(UHD), with an eye-catching digital topper overhead. Large bash buttons to the
left and right invite enjoyment by friends and couples, with a touchscreen button
panel filling the center. Opus Dual is also equipped with dual cup holders, a USB
charging port, and edge-to-edge side lighting.

Opus Dual, Concerto upright & Concerto Slant / Target Release: Available Now

Premiering for the first time at NIGA 2020 on Opus Dual, Repeat Fever is an
original new linked progressive by Konami with comprehensive multi-denom
options. It features Konami’s original Strike Zone mechanic, popularized by games
like Star Watch Magma™ and Star Watch Fire™. The Strike Zone is activated from
left to right with increasing extra bet amounts, with a chance to activate the full
reel frame. Throughout game play, gold prize symbols appear across all reels, but
are only claimed if 9 are collected as part of the Repeat Fever Feature. Whenever
gold prize symbols land in the Strike Zone, they can nudge to help trigger the
Repeat Fever Feature, where players have the chance to win prize symbols again
and again, in addition to a pick ‘em progressive chance.

Dragon Hearts™ in among the debut base games for Repeat Fever. Set
across a setting with mysterious shares of blue, Dragon Hearts is filled with
acquatic-themed symbols characteristic of a majestic water dragon. During

the Repeat Fever feature, he appears from the depths to award repeating
win opportunities, and potentially the big linked progressive Maxi!

Repeat Fever also houses a ferocious fire-breathing dragon, in Dragon’s
Reward™. The hero of this base game is joined by firebird and firecracker
symbols, for a high-thrill slot game setting. Randomly throughout the
Repeat Fever Feature, a pick ‘em jackpot bonus can be awarded. Players
have the chance to win a standalone bonus prize, the standalone Mega
progressive, or the big linked progressive jackpot!

Target Release: Available Now

KX 43 and Opus are showcasing a large lineup of 4K UHD game content during
NIGA 2020, including integrated jackpot games, linked progressives, and original
game play mechanics. Creative new series including Diamond Trails™, Treasure
Lounge™, and Diamond-izer™ are arriving to this year’s show for operators to
experience firsthand. With a standard cabinet width, four-times the pixel depth of
standard HD, and leading library of 4K UHD game themes, Konami’s awardwinning KX 43 is designed as a trim-fit champion for any area of the floor. Its 43inch, edge-lit portrait screen carries custom-programed graphic interaction with
the LCD button panel, which is inlaid a relaxed slant top. Konami is also bringing
top gaming entertainment to the big screen during NIGA with Opus. Its extra-large,
65-inch display makes every win an incredible celebration.

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Q1, 2020

Diamond Trails is a symbol-driven progressive series that gives players a unique
instant credit prize feature while they work toward linked and standalone jackpot
opportunities. Throughout game play, diamonds stretch up across the top of the
screen. When any 4 or more diamonds are collected on the primary reels, players
have a chance to claim instant credit prizes from the diamonds glimmering up
above the reels, reaching higher amounts as the player advances to higher diamond
levels, up to potential jackpot prize opportunities.

With an adventurous outdoor safari theme, Safari Winnings™ is a standard
5-reel base game that takes Diamond Trails to the land of lions, rhinos, and
zebras. Throughout primary play, paw symbols appear across all reels. If any
3 or more paw symbols are collected, up to 12 free games are awarded, as
additional diamond symbols rush onto the reels for increased jackpot odds.

Ocean Winnings™ is a compatible complement to Safari Winnings on
Diamond Trails, with the backdrop of a spectacular underwater world.
During the free game feature, high-value picture symbols randomly
transform to include a nautical red and white border. At the conclusion of
the spin, these transforming picture symbols are overtaken by a splash
effect to become wild.

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Q2, 2020

Konami’s popular Triple Sparkle linked progressive series is taking on new territory
with the addition of Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle™. Its proven betting structure
incentivizes higher bets for a greater chance of a higher jackpot. Whenever framed
Action Stacked Symbols® undergo a third transformation, players can win a Mini
bonus, Major bonus, Mega progressive, or large Maxi progressive starting at
$10,000. Majestic Moon Triple Sparkle can link compatibly with Riches Daikoku
Triple Sparkle™ and Solstice Celebration Triple Sparkle™.

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now

Treasure Lounge is a 4K UHD integrated jackpot game with a novel play mechanic
that doesn’t involve traditional spinning reels. When the player hits spin, various
Tiki symbols slide onto the screen in five columns of random height. Any columns
which are tall enough to reach the blue credit prize symbols displayed in the upper
part of the screen then claim those rewards. If a bonus reel appears in the upper
half of the screen, players win either the Tiki Drop Feature, Tiki Rise Feature, or
both combined. In the Tiki Drop feature, additional Tiki symbols are randomly
dropped across the reel frame, and in the Tiki Rise Feature, stacks of Tiki symbols
nudge to the height of the tallest Tiki for added win potential. Treasure Lounge
also includes a multiplier feature, as well as a wheel spin feature filled with credit
prizes and four different jackpot levels. Depending on the player’s selected bet
level, wheel spins are displayed at the highest part of the reel frame, for users to
claim any time a Tiki column reaches it.

Concerto Opus & KX 43 / Target Release: Available Now

Diamond-izer™ invites players to step into a world of dazzling jewels, gems, and
jackpots, with symbol-driven excitement in every spin. This game is available now
on Opus and KX 43, and features 4 increasing progressive jackpot levels. Reels
outlined in blue are part of the active Strike Zone, which players can expand at
higher bet levels, up to the entire reel frame. Any wild Diamond symbols that land

within the Strike Zone transform to full-reel wilds. At the start of each spin,
random colored diamonds appear across the reels, which each correspond to
different jackpot levels. When 5 matching diamonds appear on a pay line, the
corresponding jackpot is awarded. Jackpot odds increase as the player’s selected
Strike Zone increases.

In the SYNKROS area of Konami’s 2020 NIGA display, gaming professionals and executives encountered leadingedge solutions to reach, engage, understand, monitor, and reward casino guests. The company’s award-winning
casino management system featured a top lineup of technology, including its SYNK Vision facial recognition and
all-in-one Title 31 / AML system SYNK31. Guests can experience these and several other award-winning systems
solutions firsthand throughout the 2-day event.

SYNK Vision is a biometric player tracking solution that uses facial recognition to
identify, rate, and reward all players, regardless whether they are members of the
established player loyalty program. It tracks players automatically based on their
unique facial characteristics rather than requiring them to manually sign up or use
a player’s tracking card. When players with an existing account sit down at a slot
machine or table game, SYNK Vision recognizes them and displays their name with
a welcome message without any manual input. Or if the player has not registered
a loyalty account, his or her biometric identify is assigned a personal anonymous
account for ongoing engagement and tracking. This enables casino operators to
truly see, analyze, rate, and reward all “carded” and “uncarded” play activity on
their floor for the first time.

Konami’s new SYNK31 is a comprehensive Title 31 Anti-Money Laundering (AML)
system that allows permissioned SYNKROS administrators to gather, track,
review, and complete all AML requirements, including Multiple Transaction Log
(MTL), Negotiable Instrument Log (NIL), Suspicious Activity Reporting (SAR),
Currency Transaction Reporting (CTR), Know Your Customer (KYC) and more.

SYNK31 leverages SYNKROS’ industry-leading data architecture to capture and
compile all necessary AML information with robust, near real-time results. It
supports automated upload of IRS forms, for maximum ease and efficiency. In
addition, SYNK 31 provides true case management, empowering administrators to
compile all reporting, time stamped notes, files documents, screenshots, photos,
videos, and emails associated with particular patron or incident in one spot.
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